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Dear Emmaus Europe friends, 
  
This is my first letter to you, only a few weeks after taking over the presidency from Willi Does. We 
owe Willi a million thanks for all his hard work for the movement during the last four years. It will be a 
challenge to take over the duties of President from him. For me, Willi is the embodiment of the 
Emmaus manifesto and I truly respect and admire him.  
  
In November 2003, I attended my first Emmaus assembly in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.  
We adopted the new statutes for Emmaus International and we elected a new President.  My question 
to the candidates for the presidency was: - What will you do, as a President, to put forward more 
women in higher positions in the movement?   
  
Abbé Pierre, who also was on the stage with the candidates, grabbed the microphone and declared 
that women have always had an important position in the movement.  
  
- Without all the women and especially Lucie Coutaz, Emmaus would not exist, he said.  
  
From the start, 70 years ago, men and women, have been working side by side to combat poverty and 
to change structures. I am both proud and happy to be the first female President of Emmaus Europe 
and I will do my very best to fulfil the duty. 

  
As I wrote to you in my letter before the election: “This is not a position for only one man nor one 
woman. This job cannot be done alone. In Emmaus we work together. We are all needed in various 
ways and that is what makes us strong”.   
  
At the first day of the Emmaus Europe Assembly in San Sebastian, Simon Grainge and I presented the 
idea of a co-presidency for Emmaus Europe. We proposed that we would like to share the work by half 
and double the strength. It would also be possible for us to focus on different issues and areas of work, 
during the coming years. I am, for example, interested in working towards the European Parliament 
and Commission with issues concerning migration, poverty and climate strategies. Simon, as a 
Councillor of Emmaus International, could focus his work more on the international dimension.  
  
The feedback from the assembly on our proposal was mixed, but mostly positive. We need, of course, 
to act according to the statutes which stipulate that Emmaus Europe has one president who is the legal 
representant of the association. Nevertheless, the result from the final vote gave me 82 votes and 
Simon 80 votes. For me, it is clear, that Simon and I have a strong mandate from the assembly to work 
together. During the coming months, we will need to work out how we will do this in practice, but we 
will keep you informed. This is a modern way of leadership that we should consider and discuss within 
the European Emmaus movement. 
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I am very grateful to the very small but efficient Emmaus Europe secretariat led by Eve Poulteau as the 
General Secretary. Eve has the experience and competence to further develop our work on the 
European level. The whole team at the secretariat did a great job before and during the assembly. 
Together with the great mobilisation of our Spanish hosts the assembly went smoothly and the 
atmosphere was warm and welcoming. Thank you all! 
  
I am looking forward to starting work with the newly elected Councillors and National Delegates. It 
seems like we have an engaged and capable team at the Regional level, as well on the International 
level. In January the new Executive Committee (Bureau) will meet in Esteville, France together with 
the former members of the Executive Committee. A joint meeting is a way to hand over ongoing 
projects and issues from the old team to the new.  
Thank you all for attending, participating and acting together at the Regional Assembly in San Sebastian 
in the end of October. It was a manifestation of strength, renewal and will to lead the movement 
forward. We have major challenges in front of us. It is not only poverty and migration we have to deal 
with, but also the climate crisis and the injustice of access to resources and services.  More than ever 
we need to act together and renew our commitment to the manifesto and the values of the Emmaus 
movement. 

In this regard, I would also like to draw your attention to the letter that will be sent to you by the 

President of Emmaus International in the coming day. It is now time to prepare the world assembly 

and policy report/ strategic plan of our work 2020-2024. 

I  hope that the work we have done collectively for the European strategic orientations will be a 
support for the work that you will now carry out with the other groups of the world and which will 
enable us to define the objectives of our world action in Uruguay next year. 

  
Warm regards, 
  

 
  
  
Carina Aaltonen 
Chair of Emmaus Europe 
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